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Smart Covid 19 Protection on board of aircraft
In cooperation with Lufthansa Technik, Krüger Aviation has developed an easy-to-install and
lightweight Covid19 protection for passengers on board aircraft.
With the travel restrictions slowly diminishing and airlines beginning to fly on more and more routes
again still one big question will remain. Do passengers will buy tickets again? Are they feeling safe
enough to board an airplane and sitting only a few centimeters away from strangers for a couple of
hours?
For sure, airlines are ramping up their hygiene standards and guidelines, offering masks and hand
sanitizers, cleaning the lavatories on regular intervals…. Still one problem is present - especially in
economy class - it is just not possible to keep social distancing to your neighbor.
What additional protection could be offered? Lufthansa Technik and Krüger Aviation accepted this
challenge and entered into a cooperation that combines the know-how and network of Lufthansa
Technik with the agility and young spirit of Krüger Aviation. One development result are seat dividers
that provide a physical separation between the seats. Lufthansa Technik is concentrating on the
certification and marketing, while Krüger Aviation is responsible for the manufacturing of the dividers.
The focus during development was on a very versatile approach to achieve a design that can be easily
adapted to different types of seats without having to change anything on the seat itself. In this way,
airlines can easily introduce them into their fleet. By using aviation-certified polycarbonate, the seat
dividers offer an aesthetic design while ensuring that flight attendants have a full view of the cabin and
that all fire safety requirements are met. Branding can be introduced on the dividers through
sandblasted areas with elegant appearance.
The dividers are installed on the middle seat of each row leading to a physical protection between all
passengers – without the need to leave a seat empty. During airflow tests in the cabin the beneficial
protection against the spread of aerosols and droplets was verified. Disinfection of the seat dividers is
not a problem, as the material is resistant to common disinfectants and cleaning agents.
Certification is under way with targeting the market introduction with a supplemental type certificate
(STC) from EASA in one to two months. The whole divider adds only around 600-800 grams to a row of
three seats, so no recertification of the seat itself is required.
Installation is done in an easy way so that a whole cabin can be easily fitted within a few hours during a
normal night shift.
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About Krüger Aviation GmbH
Krüger Aviation is a family owned business with nearly 100 years of expertise in plastics. As a total
solution provider we aim to support our customers with everything about plastics, including parts and
components manufactured by various manufacturing methods, technical support and semi-finished
stock materials.
Our competence is in aviation mirrors, VIP interior parts, thermoforming, 3D printing and CNC
machining. Typical products we do deliver includes optical parts such as light lenses and features,
lavatory mirrors, mirror inserts and other lavatory components, PSU covers etc.
Our brand-new facility has state-of-the-art variable manufacturing stations, a quality inspection room
and an aerospace-qualified high-bay warehouse. We can quickly change the layout of our shop floor in
order to include ring or line production systems, etc. We hold EN9100 and EN9120 certification.
Krüger Aviation has around 35 employees and a turnover of about 8 million EUR.
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